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Decking Conservation
Wood Plastic Composite, low-maintenance outdoors

nature + technology

60% cellulosic wood fibers

 35% polymers

5%  natural additives

60%

35%

5%

Unique Properties

While the wood fibers create a 
natural finish, the polymer base 
provides outdoor durability.

Nature and technology joined as 
the foundation of its hardness. 
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1 Cleaning 

Decking Conservation

Recommendations

 » A periodic maintenance contributes to better conservation of the decking and its conservation.     

 » For your safety, wear gloves throughout the cleaning process. When using specific cleaning agents, follow the 
manufacturer’s instructions. 

Before you start, sweeping the surface thoroughly in order to remove dirt and dust deposited.
 

Later, proceed to clean with a non-soap cleanser for conventional soil, dissolved in warm water (at a 

temperature not too high). Apply using a natural bristle brush.

If this method is not enough, or the decking presents too many stains, a high pressure cleaning device - 
similar to KÄRCHER - can be used.

To remove stubborn stains, light scraping with a soft wire brush, always in the direction of the grain, should 
be enough.

Suggestions

 » There is on the market a variety of exclusive synthetic decking cleaners.     

 » Avoid contact with strong acids or industrial solvents.    

 » If you are unsure about the product to use for cleaning, it is advisable to test in a hidden area.  



2 Rinse/Drying 

Decking Conservation

  Suggestions

 »  If soap cleaning products be used, it is imprecindible rinse thoroughly.  
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Rinse the surface thoroughly with clean water dispensed through a traditional hose. 

To prevent water fences, which can be generated on the surface of the decking, it is necessary to insist on 
drying with a mop. Thus water stagnation is avoided.  

  Recommendations

 »  A suitable drying stage is fundamental for success in cleaning. 
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